
Distributed Resoure Management Using Ative SupervisoryPrediate Control �Alex I. Tomlinson and Greg M. Hoagland and Vijay K. GargDepartment of Eletrial and Computer EngineeringThe University of Texas at AustinAustin, Texas 78712AbstratWe model the problem of Distributed Re-soure Management using supervisory pred-iate ontrol, and develop a supervisor tomanage the resoures aording to a de-sirable prediate. The desirable prediatestates that resoure requests (unontrol-lable event) must be servied aording tosome ost onstraint. Traditional meth-ods for developing the supervisor fail be-ause an unonstrained sequene of unon-trollable events will always lead to a state inwhih the desired prediate does not hold,hene the ontrollable prediate would befalse. We plae a limit on the number ofonseutive unontrollable events for whihost-e�etive servie is guaranteed, and de-�ne a dynami ontrollable prediate. Thedynami ontrollable prediate enables theplant to utilize more of its state spae than astati ontrollable prediate would allow. Adynami ontrollable prediate requires thesupervisor to atively manipulate the stateof the plant using fored events in additionto the usual task of restiting ontrollableevents. 1 IntrodutionConsiderably more researh e�ort has foused on su-pervisory ontrol theory [?, ?, ?℄, than on the ap-pliaiton of this theory[?, ?℄. In this paper wepresent the problem of Distributed Resoure Manage-ment (DRM) and apply supervisory ontrol theory tomodel DRM. A distributed resoure is one in whihthe pool of available resoures is not entralized, butdispersed throughout a distributed system. Resourerequests are also distributed; they originate from var-ious points in the distributed system. A lient's re-soure request is satis�ed either through remote in-teration between the lient and the resoure, or by�This researh was partially funded by the NationalSiene Foundation through grant NSF-CCR-9110605 andby Miroeletronis Computer Development Fellowships

reloating the resoure to the lient's loation. Thereis a ost assoiated with both methods, whih re-ates new management hallenges. The manager mustdeide where to keep available resoures and whih re-soures to alloate when a resoure is requested. Weapply supervisory ontrol theory to design a supervi-sor whih meets these management hallenges.Supervisory ontrol an be loosely de�ned as theontrol of a disrete event system in order to restritthe system to some desired prediate. The disreteevent system being ontrolled is referred to as theplant. The plant is driven by events and produessome form of output that the supervisor monitors.The supervisor disables ertain events at the appro-priate time to maintain the desired prediate. Theevent set is partioned into ontrollable, unontrollableand fored events. A supervisor an prevent the o-urene of a ontrollable event by disabling it; an un-ontrollable event annot be disabled. A fored event[?℄ is one whih the supervisor ommands. In essene,the supervisor reates a feedbak loop to ontrol theplant.The desired prediate of the DRM plant is to guar-antee servie within a spei�ed ost. The resouresin the DRM problem are loated at various nodeswithin the distributed system. A ontrollable eventin DRM is a request to reloate a resoure. The su-pervisor manages the loations of the resoures bydisabling or foring the movement of resoures. Theresoures must be managed in suh a way that ost-e�etive servie an be guaranteed. Traditional meth-ods of developing a supervisor[?℄ determine a stationtrollable prediate and then restrit the plant tostates where the ontrollable prediate holds. Thisapproah fails with the DRM plant beause the on-trollable prediate would be false. These problemsan be supervised by plaing a limit on the numberof number of onseutive resoure requests and usinga dynami ontrollable prediate. The dynami on-trollable prediate allows the DRM plant to utilize alarger portion of its state spae.In setion ?? we review the state mahine model,prediate transformers, preonditions and ontrolla-bility. In setion ?? we present the supervisory pred-



iate ontrol problem as introdued in [?℄. We de-sribe the DRM problem in setion ??, and model itas a supervisory ontrol problem in setion ??. In se-tion ?? we speify the ontrol invariant and developa supervisor, and in setion ?? we outline a proof ofthe orretness of our supervisor.2 BakgroundThe hoie of a plant model depends on the hara-teristis of the system being modeled. We will usea variant of the state mahine model known as theprediate transformer model[?℄ beause it oniselyrepresents systems with large state spaes.2.1 The State Mahine ModelThe plant is modeled with a state mahine denotedby the tuple G = (X;�; Æ; x0); where X denotes thestate set; � denotes the �nite event set; Æ : X � �!X denotes the partial state transition funtion andx0 2 X denotes the initial state. The event set � ispartitioned into ontrollable events �, unontrollableevents �u, and fored events �f . The supervisor forthe plant G is spei�ed by a ontrol mapm : X ! 2�.An event � 2 � is enabled in state x if and only if� 2 m(x), otherwise � is disabled. The supervisedplant indued by the ontrol map m is desribed bythe state mahine Gs = (X;�; Æs; x0), whereÆs(x; �) = � Æ(x; �) if � 2 m(x)unde�ned otherwiseIn the prediate transform variant, the state spaeis modeled by plant variables; states are modeled byprediates on the plant variables; and events are mod-eled by prediate transformers.2.2 Prediates and Prediate TransformersWe use P to denote the olletion of prediates de-�ned on the state set X . A prediate P 2 P is aboolean map P : X ! ftrue; falseg. There is a oneto one mapping between subsets of the state spae andprediates in the olletion of prediates. Thus fornotational onveniene, we write x 2 XA , PA(x),where XA � X and PA 2 P . For example, if we de-�ne Xx0 = fx0g, then Px0 orresponds to fx0g, theinitial state of the plant.Often we will write \an event leaves R" to referto an event that takes the plant from a state where Rholds to a state where :R holds. Likewise, \an evententers R" refers to an event that takes the plant froma state where :R holds to state where R holds.The set of prediates in P is partially ordered bythe relation �, de�ned as: P1 � P2 , 8x 2 X :P1(x) ) P2(x). If P1 � P2, we say that P1 is strongerthan P2.

Let F denote the olletion of all prediates trans-formers, i.e. if f 2 F , then f : P ! P . Sine pred-iate transformers provide mappings from one set ofstates to another, they are used to model event o-urrenes, whih take the plant from one state to an-other.2.3 Preonditions and PostonditionsConsider an an event � 2 �, and an intitial set ofstates XA � X (where prediate PA holds). Thisevent will take the plant to a �nal state dependingon the initial state. Let XB be smallest set of statesontaining all possible �nal states (where prediatePB holds). In this senario, PB is said to be thestrongest postondition of PA and �. Dijkstra andSholten de�ne the strongest postondition PB in [?℄:PB holds preisely in those �nal states for whih thereexist a omputaion � that starts in an initial statesatisfying PA. Formally, sp : P � �! P , where:sp(PA; �) = PB , whereXB = fx 2 X j 9y 2 XA : Æ(y; �) = x gThe dual of the strongest postondition is theweakest liberal preondition[?℄. wlp(PB ; �) holds pre-isely in those states for whih eah omputation of� results in a state that satis�es PB , or for whih �is unde�ned.wlp(PB ; �) = PA, whereXA = fx 2 X j Æ(x; �) 2 XB _ :Æ(x; �)! gThe weakest liberal preondition inludes allstates for whih � is unde�ned, while the weakest pre-ondition inludes none of the states for whih � isunde�ned.wp(PB ; �) = PA, where XA = fx 2 X j Æ(x; �) 2 XB gThe above de�nitions of sp, wlp and wp are based onthe state transition funtion Æ. We use sps, wlps andwps to denote the respetive funtions indued by thesupervised state transition funtion Æs.2.4 ControllabilityA plant is ontrollable with respet to an initial statePx0 and a desired prediate R 2 P if and only ifunontrollable events will not leave R and all states inR are reahable from Px0 .[?℄ Desired prediates thatare not ontrollable must be strengthened so that theplant an be ontrolled. This strengtened prediateis alled the ontrollable prediate.3 Supervisory Prediate ControlThe Supervisor Prediate Control Problem (SPCP)an be stated as follows[?℄: Given a plant G =



(X;�; Æ; x0) and a desirable prediate R, reatea stati supervisor m : X ! 2� suh thatW�2� sp�s(�; Px0) = R, where sp�s denotes the dis-juntive losure of sps, whih is the strongest post-ondition transformer indued by Æs.It is assumed that Px0 � R (the initial state sat-is�es the desirable prediate), otherwise SPCP is notsolvable. If G is ontrollable with respet to R, thenno unontrollable events will leave R. In this ase thesolution is simple: disable all ontrollable events thatleave R.If G is not ontrollable with respet to R, theproblem beomes more interesting. In this ase welook for the minimally restritive ontrollable predi-ate R" � R and de�ne a supervisor that restrits theplant to R". Suh a supervisor is alled a minimallyrestritive supervisor.Kumar et al. [?℄ present a formula for determin-ing R". However, for many instantiations of SPCP,R" = false. In these problems, an unonstrainedsequene of unontrollable events will always lead tothe bad prediate spae. Resoure management prob-lems fall into this ategory sine an unlimited numberof resoure requests will deplete the system of all re-soures. In general, problems in whih aess to alimited resoure must be ontrolled have no adequatesolution when modeled in SPCP framework. We par-tition SPCP into the following problems:Bounded SPCP: Instantiations of SPCP for whihR" = false.Unbounded SPCP: Instantiations of SPCP forwhih R" 6= false.The term \bounded" reets that the number ofonseutive unontrollable events must be bounded inorder to maintain the desired prediate. Distributedresoure management is one example of a BoundedSPCP problem. In the following setions we presenta framework for ontrolling problems that fall into theBounded SPCP ategory, using DRM as an example.4 Distributed Resoure ManagementDistributed resoures an be modeled by a weightedgraph with tokens residing at the nodes. Eah to-ken represents one instane of a resoure and has oneof two states: busy or avail, orresponding to allo-ated and free resoures. The tokens are free to roamaround the graph, moving from node to node, subjetto the approval of the resoure manager. The man-ager also has the ability to foribly reloate resoures.Resoure requests our at the nodes of the graphand are servied by setting the state of a free resoureto busy and reloating the resoure to the requesting

node. In order for a resoure loated at node v1 toservie a request originating at node v2, there mustexist a path from v1 to v2. Serviing a request hasa ost, whih we model by the the sum of the edgeweights along the path used to servie the request.When the resoure is freed, its state is returned toavail.An inomplete request is one in whih the resourehas not yet been freed. All resoures are homoge-neous, i.e, they are indistinguishable from eah otherexept for their loation and state. The goal of themanager is to maintain the loations of all the re-soures so that a given number of resoure requestsan be servied within a spei�ed ost. The DRMproblem is formally spei�ed below:Graph: V =A Finite Set of VertiesE � V � VW : E ! RResoures: R = Finite Set of ResouresRS = favail; busygL : R! VS : R! RSParameters: Max 2 N , T 2 RDe�nitions: A path is a sequene of nodes (v1; ::: ; vn)suh that 8i:1�i<n : (vi; vi+1) 2 EThe length of a path p = (v1; ::: ; vn) is:length(p) =Pn�1i=1 W (vi; vi+1)The reahable set Rv � R of v 2 V is:Rv = fr 2 R j S(r) = avail ^9 path p = (L(r); ::: ; v) : length(p) � TgDRM Goal: Maintain L :R! V suh thatthe following invariant holds:N <Max) 8v 2 V :RvkMax�N ,N is the number of inomplete requests.The goal is to maintain the positions of the re-soures suh that all nodes an be servied by at leastMax�N resoures with a ost less than T . We write\a request an be servied" as a short form for \arequest an be servied with a ost less than T".5 State Mahine RepresentationWe have desribed DRM from the token graph pointof view; now we transform it into a plant G =(X;�; Æ; x0). The plant will formally de�ne the eventsand serve as a basis for developing the supervisor.X = V kRk �RSkRk� = � [ �u [ �f�u= fRequestv j v 2 V g [ fFreer j r 2 Rg�= fMovevr j r 2 R; v 2 V g�f= fFMvr j r 2 R; v 2 V g



The state spae, X, onsists of the loations and statesof all the resoures. Requestv is a resoure request atnode v. Freer is the releasing of resoure r. Theseevents are both unontrollable. Movevr is a request byr to move to v, this is a ontrollable event. The foredevent FMvr is a ommand issued by the supervisor tomove r to v.As mentioned above, we use the prediate trans-former variant of the state mahine representation.Wede�ne the set fr:loation; r:state j r 2 Rg to bethe set of plant variables. There is a one to onemapping from the states haraterized by the val-ues of these variables to the states in the state spaeX . We desribe the prediate transformers with theguarded ommand program in �gure ??. In the pro-gram, the keywords indiate the event type. Theprogram is self-explanatory exept for the followingtwo points: pending fored events take preedeneover other events, and Reovr is a sequene of foredevents.dounontrol Requestv ! r := x j x 2 Rvr:loation := vr:state :=busyunontrol Freer ! r:state :=availReovrontrol Movevr ! r:loation := vfored FMvr ! r:loation := vodFigure 1: Prediate Transform DesriptionThe task of the supervisor is to ontrol Movevrevents and to de�ne the reovery sequene, Reovr, inorder to ensure that the desired prediate is satis�ed.Using the DRM Goal from setion ?? we de�ne thedesired prediate: All nodes an be servied by at leastMax�N resoures with a ost less than T .6 Bounded Supervisory PrediateControl of Distributed ResouresIn the previous setion we de�ned the plant and itsdesirable prediate. This setion presents the frame-work for developing a supervisor that manages theevents in the DRM problem. For the DRM prob-lem, an unonstrained sequene of unontrollable re-soure requests an always take the plant into a badprediate beause the system has a limited numberof resoures. The ontrollable prediate is there-fore false when using traditional supervisory ontrolmethods[?℄. Plaing an upper bound on the numberof onseutive servie requests that are guaranteed to

be servied within a ertain ost makes it possible to�nd a ontrollable or desirable prediate that may notbe false. However, an e�et is that the ontrollableprediate beomes dynami, dependent on the num-ber of requests that are inomplete. Traditionally, thesupervisor's job is to restrit ontrollable events thattake the plant out of a stati ontrollable prediate.With a dynami ontrollable prediate, the supervisormust begin to take on the additional role of ativelymanipulating the state of the plant[?℄.We start by de�ning a sequene of prediateswhih lassify the states based on the number of re-quests for whih servie an be granted.RP0(x) def= 9v 2 V : :Æ(x;Requestv)!8n > 0 : RPn(x) def= _v2V wp(RPn�1; Requestv)By inspeting the program in �gure ??, it an beseen that Æ(x;Requestv) is unde�ned if there existsa node v suh that Rv = ;. RP0 holds when thereexists a request event that annot be servied with aost less than T . Hene, RPn holds when there existsa sequene of n+1 requests suh that at least one ofthe requests annot be servied with a ost less thanT . Conversely, if the plant is in :RPn then for allsequenes of n + 1 servie requests, it is possible toservie eah request with a ost less than T .From the desirable prediate de�ned in the previ-ous setion, we de�ne an equivalent ontrol invariantthat the supervisor must maintain: Given N inom-plete requests, :RPMax�N�1 should hold.Initially N = 0, thus we assume that Px0 �:RPMax�1. This means thatMax�1 requests an beservied. It is the responsibility of the supervisor toassure that the ontrol invariant is satis�ed. The su-pervisor aomplishes this using two methods: foringreovery events and restriting ontrollable events.For a given n, we de�ne a smart sequene of foredmoves, F = (f1; :::; fk), where fi 2 �f for 1 � i � k,to be one that satis�es: sp(:RPn; F ) = :RPn+1. In�gure ??, Reovr is a sequene of fored moves; itmust also be a smart sequene in order to maintainthe ontrol invariant.Now we de�ne the supervisor's role in relation tothe event types whih our in the system. A on-trollable event will not hange N , thus the ontrol-lable prediate will remain :RPMax�N�1. The su-pervisor must disable all ontrollable events whihleave :RPMax�N�1. Using the weakest preondi-tion de�ned in setion ??, we an determine whihevents enter a partiular state. The prediatewp(RPMax�N�1; �) holds when exeution of � re-sults in a state where RPMax�N�1 holds. Thus if(wp(RPMax�N�1; �))(x) = true, then � should be



disabled in state x. The only ontrollable event inour example is Movevr , whih transforms the statespae with r:loation = v, thus we de�ne the ontrolmap m as follows:m(x) def= �u [fMovevr j (:wp(RPMax�N�1; r:loation = v))(x)gReall that m is the set of enabled events, so wpis negated. Note that all unontrollable events areinluded, so the supervisor doesn't try to disable un-ontrollable events. Note also that the ontrol map isa funtion of N , the number of inomplete requests,and x the urrent state of the plant.We must onsider Freer events in onjuntionwith fored events. When a resoure has �nishedserviing a request, an unontrollable Freer event isissued. Given N inomplete requests, Freer will de-reaseN to N�1. The ontrollable prediate hangesfrom :RPMax�N�1 to :RPMax�N . To make sure theontrol invariant is satis�ed it is neessary to ou-ple a Freev event with a smart sequene of foredmoves Reovr. The supervisor hooses Reovr suhthat sp(:RPMax�N�1; Reovr) = :RPMax�N .7 Outline of Supervisor ProofTheorem 1 states that a supervisor using the on-trol map m satis�es the ontrol invariant given insetion ??. We desribe four supporting lemmasand then provide a simple proof of Theorem 1. Forbrevity, we use Reqv to represent the Requestv event.Lemma 1: 8n � 0 : RPn � RPn+1:RPn holds when n+ 1 onseutive requests anbe servied. Lemma 1 laims the following: if thestate of the plant is suh that n + 2 requests an beservied, then n+1 requests an be servied from thesame state. This is easy to see one you realized thatthe statement of Lemma 1 is equivalent to :RPn+1 �:RPn and use the interpretation of :RPn given insetion ??.Lemma 2: 8n�0;8v2V :sp(:RPn+1; Reqv)=:RPnLemma 2 laims that if a the plant is in a statethat an servie n+2 requests, and exeutes a servieevent, the resulting state will be able to servie n+1requests. This is a result of lemma 1 and the de�nitionof the strongest postondition funtion, sp().Lemma 3: :RPn(x))8seq = (Reqi; ::: Reqk); k�n+1 : Æ(x; seq)!Lemma 3 laims that if :RPn holds in state x,then all sequenes of n+1 (or less) onseutive requestevents an be servied.

Lemma 4: N < Max) :RPMax�N�1Lemma 4 laims that if there are N inom-plete transations, and N is less than Max, then:RPMax�N�1 holds. Theorem 1 proves the ontrolinvariant by a simple appliation of Lemmas 3 and 4.Theorem 1 N <Max ) Max�N requests an beservied.Proof: By lemma 4, we know that N <Max ):RPMax�n�1. And by lemma 3, we know that:RPMax�n�1 ) Max�N requests an be servied.Therefore, N < Max ) Max � N requests an beservied.We have outlined proof that a supervisor using theontrol map m satis�es the ontrol invariant, whihstates that the plant should be able to servieMax�N requests if we have N inomplete transations.8 Appliations of DRMDRM is a good model for the problem polie head-quarters fae when trying to manage patrol ars sothat they an respond to 911 emergeny alls quikly.The ity is represented by a weighted graph in whihthe verties represent di�erent neighborhoods in theity, and the weighted edges represent the time ittakes to travel between neighborhoods. Emergenyalls are unontrollable events. A patrol ar movingfrom one neighborhood to another is a ontrollableevent. Headquarters ordering a patrol ar to move toa spei� neighborhood is a fored event.DRM an also model servies in distributed om-puting system where the servies must reloate to thenode making the request. In this ase the weightedgraph is represented by the ommuniation network.The verties are the nodes on the network. The edgeweights represent the ost of transferring the servieover the link. The resoures are the distributed ser-vies that oat around the network. Although thistype of distributed servie omputing model is not inwidespread use today, as omputer networks beomemore powerful and more widespread, this model maybeome more important.9 ConlusionWe introdued the DRM problem as a useful methodfor modeling distributed resoures. The DRM prob-lem states that resoure requests should be satis�edwithin a spei�ed ost. Supervisory ontrol providesa framework for modeling DRM and for determininga supervisor to manage the resoures in suh a waythat the ost onstraints are met. Traditional meth-ods for determining a supervisor for the DRM plantfailed beause the ontrollable prediate was false.



We de�ned a new lass of Supervisory Prediate Con-trol Problems (SPCP) and labelled it Bounded-SPCP.DRM is an example of a Bounded-SPCP problem.We developed a supervisor that uses a dynami on-trollable prediate to ontrol the plant, whih enablesthe plant to use more of its state spae than a stationtrollable prediate.


